Parts of a tree trunk diagram

Steve Nix is a member of the Society of American Foresters and a former forest resources
analyst for the state of Alabama. Wood is a highly ordered arrangement of living, dying and
dead cells. These tree cells function much like a lamp wick where the tree is anchored. The
roots are bathed in a nutrient-rich liquid which transports these nutrients plus moisture to the
top where all is consumed. A tree and the cells supports an ever-flowing wet system that must
be maintained at all times. If the process fails to provide water at any point the tree will
eventually die due to the failure of both water and food requirements that are necessary for life.
Here is a biology lesson on tree cells. The cambium and its "zone" is a cell generator
reproductive tissue called growth meristem that produces both the inner bark cells of the
phloem and new living wood cells in the xylem. The phloem transports sugars from leaves to
roots. The xylem is a transport tissue and both stores starch and conducts water and
substances dissolved in water to leaves. Phloem, or inner bark, develops from the outside layer
of the cambium and is the food track to the roots. Sugars are transported from leaves toward
roots in the phloem. When the tree is healthy and growing and sugars are abundant, stored food
in the form of starch can be converted back into sugars and moved to where it is needed in the
tree. Xylem is living "sapwood" and located inside the cambial zone. The outer portion of xylem
is conducting and storing starch in the symplast plus conducts water and substances dissolved
in water to the leaves. The inner portion of the xylem is non-conducting wood that stores starch
and is sometimes called heartwood. The major structures for water transport in xylem are
vessels in angiosperms hardwoods and tracheids in gymnosperms conifers. Symplast is the
network of living cells and the connections between living cells. Starch is stored in the
symplast. Axial parenchyma, ray parenchyma, sieve tubes, companion cells, cork cambium, the
cambium, and plasmodesmata make up the symplast. Vessels in hardwoods and tracheids in
conifers conduct water and substances dissolved in water. Vessels are vertically aligned tubes
made up of dead cells that transport liquid. Vessels are found only in angiosperms. Tracheids
are dead, single-celled "pipes" that act much like vessels but are only found in gymnosperms.
Steve Nix. Updated January 17, Share Twitter Pinterest Email. Planet Earth Outdoors Weather
Conservation. Steve Nix is a member of the Society of American Foresters and a former forest
resources analyst for the state of Alabama. Trees come in various shapes and sizes but all have
the same basic botanical parts and structure. Each tree has a central column called a trunk. The
bark-covered trunk supports a framework of branches and twigs known as the tree's crown.
Branches, in turn, are covered in leaves and sometimes flowers. Each tree is anchored in the
ground by a network of roots, which spread and grow thicker in proportion to the growth of the
tree above the ground. In a mature tree, most of the cells of the trunk, roots, and branches are
dead or inactive. New tissue growth takes place at only a few points on the tree, by the division
of specialized cells. These actively growing areas are located at the tips of branches and roots
and in a thin layer just inside the bark. Lastly, trees have reproductive structures: either flowers
or cones. Leaves, bark, twigs, and fruit can make quick work of tree identification. Leaves are
the food factories of the tree. Powered by sunlight, the green substance in leaves, called
chlorophyll, uses carbon dioxide and water to produce life-sustaining carbohydrates through
the process of photosynthesis. Leaves are also responsible for respiration and transpiration. A
tree's leaves are one major marker that helps in identifying the species. Most trees can be
identified by their leaves alone. Leaves come in many different shapes and sizes. The "star"
shape of sweetgum, for example, is totally different from the heart-shaped leaf of an eastern
redbud. Note that leaves can be described by observing their base, their margin, their veins, and
their tip or apex. Each aspect has a name and is used as part of the identification process. A
leaf can either be simple no extra leaflets or compound three or more leaflets. This leaf
structure is always a help with tree identification because of each tree species' leaf structure.
On a simple leaf, the leaf blade is singly attached to a twig or twig stem. On a compound leaf, all
leaflets are attached to a single leaf stem or rachis. Compound leaves can be confusing
because of the many variations of leaf structure. The major differences are palmate leaves,
leaflets or lobes that grow from a leaf stem in the manner of a hand. There are also leaves that
have double-compound or twice-compound leaflets. Besides its branches, roots, and leaves, a
mature tree also grows another important structureâ€”the flower or cone, in the case of
evergreens. Flowers are the reproductive structures from which seeds are produced. Seed
pods, cones, flowers, and fruit are major markers that help in keying out and identifying specific
species of tree. Not as dependable as a leaf, a fruit or seed pod might only be found at certain
times of the year. Leaves generally hang around either on the tree or on the ground beneath the
tree. Reproductive structures are great sources for tree identification. The acorn of an oak tree,
for example, is a seedâ€”but completely different from a maple's samara. Believe it or not, twigs
can be used to identify a tree as well. This is a good thing because they are about all that
remains of most trees during the dormant months of winter. Twigs and buds are generally not

used to ID a tree during late spring through early summer. Twigs have structures called buds,
leaf scars, and bundle scars that vary from species to species. Thorns and spines can occur on
twigs and are unique to certain trees. Other twig structures used in tree identification include
stipule scars, bud scale, and fruit scars, spur shoots, and lenticels. Twigs are a great marker if
you know what to look for. The bark is a tree's natural armor and protection from external
threats. Bark also has several physical functions; one is ridding the tree of wastes by absorbing
and locking them into its dead cells and resins. The bark's phloem transports large quantities of
nutrients throughout the tree. Xylem carries water and minerals from the roots to the leaves.
Phloem carries manufactured food sugars from the leaves to the roots. The cambium a watery
layer only a few cells thick is the generative layer, giving rise to both xylem and phloem. Bark
textures are relatively uniform by tree species and make a great visual marker for broad tree
identification. Textures are divided into at least 18 types, from smooth beech to spiny locust.
For this reason, only the broadest classifications can be determined using bark alone. You can
very readily distinguish between an oak and a pine by looking at the bark. The hard part is
separating the various oak or pine species without looking at additional tree features. Though
not technically a part of a tree, the tree shape is still a distinguishing feature and another way to
help in its identification. Naturalist Roger Tory Peterson says that unlike the precise silhouette
of birds, a tree is not so consistent in form or shape: "The beginner, learning his trees, yearns
for a book that will give him shapes and field marks by which he can make snap identification.
But it isn't that easy A yellow poplar will always look like a yellow poplar in a very general
sense. However, a young tree may look entirely different from the parent tree. A forest-grown
tree may grow tall and slender while his field-grown cousin develops a maximum crown in the
open sun. The most common tree shapes include broadly conical, broadly columnar, narrowly
conical, narrowly columnar, and broadly spreading. Even with these shapes, though, you will
obviously need more information to identify certain trees by species. Steve Nix. Updated July
11, Share Twitter Pinterest Email. Planet Earth Outdoors Weather Conservation. This
information is courtesy the Arbor Day Foundation. Continually renewed from within, it helps
keep out moisture in the rain, and prevents the tree from losing moisture when the air is dry. It
insulates against cold and heat and wards off insect enemies. It lives for only a short time, then
dies and turns to cork to become part of the protective outer bark. It annually produces new
bark and new wood in response to hormones that pass down through the phloem with food
from the leaves. Auxins are produced by leaf buds at the ends of branches as soon as they start
growing in spring. Sapwood is new wood. As newer rings of sapwood are laid down, inner cells
lose their vitality and turn to heartwood. Although dead, it will not decay or lose strength while
the outer layers are intact. A composite of hollow, needlelike cellulose fibers bound together by
a chemical glue called lignin, it is in many ways as strong as steel. For example, the narrow
needles of a Douglas fir can expose as much as three acres of chlorophyll surface to the sun.
The lobes, leaflets and jagged edges of many broad leaves have their uses, too. Home Learn
Trees. Why do leaves turn color? Trees are tall and big land plants of the earth that usually
survive for many years. They are woody plants that attain a height of about 4. All trees have
some basic environmental value and provide us with many benefits, such as producing oxygen,
purifying the atmosphere, conserving water, preventing soil erosion, giving habitat to a wide
variety of insects, birds, and animals. In short, trees help to maintain the balance of nature. A
mature tree has three basic parts: 1 roots, 2 crown, and 3 trunk or bole. Although the structure
of these parts may vary based on the altitude and geographical position of the tree, each of
them performs distinct functions. Roots are the underground part of a tree. The primary root or
taproots grow horizontally downwards, with lateral roots arising from the taproot. Each root is
surrounded by many, tiny root hairs that increase their area of absorption. They are the topmost
portion of a tree that may vary widely based on their shapes and sizes. The crown is made up of
the following parts:. Leaves are also known as the factories of a tree. A collection of green
leaves is called foliage. It later develops into a fruit. It contains the seed that gives rise to a new
plant. The trunk is the central wooden axis of the crown that is typically brownish. They contain
a network of small tubes that runs between the roots and the leaves, thus acting as the
plumbing system in the plant. A typical tree trunk shows six parts:. The bark of some plants has
a characteristic odor and scent. Every season they add a new layer to its trunk, thus producing
a visible annual growth ring in most trees. Over the years, the inner layers of sapwood die. They
are filled with stored sugar, oils, and dyes. Article was last reviewed on Friday, July 3, Your
email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is
prohibited. Parts of a Tree and Their Functions. Functions Anchoring the tree to the soil
Absorbing water and minerals from the soil Storing of reserve food Preventing soil erosion. The
crown is made up of the following parts: i Leaves : Usually the green part of a plant that remains

attached to the crown. Functions Leaves produce food for the plant Leaves help to filter dust
and other particles present in the air, thus keep the air clean Leaves keep the plant cool through
the loss of water by evaporation Twigs help to give rise to new plants Boughs and branches
store food materials in the form of sugar that are required by the plant for their growth and
metabolism Boughs and branches provide strength and support to the plant. A typical tree
trunk shows six parts: Parts of a Tree Trunk i Outer bark : The outermost layer of the trunk,
branches, and twigs of the tree. Functions Bark protects the delicate inside wood of the tree
Cambium helps in making new cells thus allowing the tree to grow in diameter Outer bark and
sapwood helps in supporting the crown and providing the tree its shape Pith and sapwood
conducts water and minerals from the roots to the leaves Inner bark transports the foods
prepared by the leaves to all parts of a plant Outer bark and cambium provides mechanical
strength to the plant. Related articles Prokaryotes vs. Eukaryotic Cell. Prokaryotic Cell. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Related Worksheets None Found.
About Us Contact Us. Christianlly has taught college physics and facilitated laboratory courses.
He has a master's degree in Physics and is pursuing his doctorate study. This riddle mentions a
few major parts of a tree: bark, trunk and rings. Have you ever wondered what the different parts
of a tree do? As a member, you'll also get unlimited access to over 83, lessons in math, English,
science, history, and more. Plus, get practice tests, quizzes, and personalized coaching to help
you succeed. Get unlimited access to over 83, lessons. Already registered? Log in here for
access. Log in or sign up to add this lesson to a Custom Course. Log in or Sign up. Just like
kings wear crowns atop their heads, trees have a crown of leaves and branches. A tree's crown
works like a food factory. The leaves collect the sun's rays and carbon dioxide from the air and
turn it into food for the tree. Take a deep breath. Now thank a tree! While the leaves are making
food, they also make oxygen that they send back into the air, which helps other living things
like you and me breathe easy. Have you ever been caught in the rain without an umbrella? A
tree's crown works like a natural umbrella, protecting the ground beneath the tree from heavy
raindrops and the hot sun. A tree's trunk holds up its crown, protects its inner parts and works
like a pipeline, transporting essential materials to the different parts of the tree. The riddle we
mentioned earlier referred to a tree's rings. When a tree's trunk is cut, its different layers look
like rings, with the heartwood at the center. Scientists can use a tree's rings to figure out how
old it is. Just like a tree has branches in its crown, it has branch-like parts below ground called
roots. Roots collect water and other helpful materials from the soil to help fuel the tree. They
also work like an anchor, keeping the tree in place, and store extra food. A tree has three main
parts: the crown , trunk and roots. The trunk is made up of five different layers, including bark,
cambium, heartwood, phloem, and xylem. To unlock this lesson you must be a Study. Create
your account. In this activity, you'll check your knowledge regarding the functions of the
different parts of a tree. Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each of the given
clues. For this activity, you'll need a printer to reproduce the following page. With a pencil and
an eraser, neatly write your answers in the boxes provided. Already a member? Log In. Log in.
Sign Up. Explore over 4, video courses. Find a degree that fits your goals. Lesson Transcript.
Expert Contributor. Christianlly Cena. Can you name a living thing that has a crown, but isn't
royalty? Trees have a crown and several other parts, each of which has an important job to do.
Explore the parts of a tree in this lesson. An error occurred trying to load this video. Try
refreshing the page, or contact customer support. Register to view this lesson Are you a
student or a teacher? I am a student I am a teacher. It only takes a few minutes to setup and you
can cancel any time. What teachers are saying about Study. Just checking in. Are you still
watching? Keep playing. Your next lesson will play in 10 seconds. Save Save Save. Want to
watch this again later? Crown Just like kings wear crowns atop their heads, trees have a crown
of leaves and branches. Trunk A tree's trunk holds up its crown, protects its inner parts and
works like a pipeline, transporting essential materials to the different parts of the tree. To
accomplish these important jobs, the trunk has five hard-working layers: Bark is the hard, outer
layer of the trunk that protects the trunk from bad weather and animals. Just under the bark is
the phloem. Phloem works like a sugar pipeline, carrying sugary food to the leaves that make up
the rest of the tree. So you could say phloem carries things from the crown down! Under the
phloem is the cambium, the growth center of the trunk. The cambium makes new cells so the
tree's trunk and branches can grow thicker. Below the cambium is the xylem. Like phloem,
xylem works like a pipeline. But instead of carrying food, the xylem carries water and other
nutrients from the roots to the crown of a tree. Old xylem cells stop working and die, forming
the center of the trunk, called heartwood. It's easy to remember where the heartwood is located,
because just like our hearts are in the center of our bodies, it's found in the center of a tree. The
old cells that make up the heartwood help support the trunk, making it strong. Roots Just like a
tree has branches in its crown, it has branch-like parts below ground called roots. Lesson

Summary A tree has three main parts: the crown , trunk and roots. Additional Activities. Parts of
a Tree: Crossword Puzzle In this activity, you'll check your knowledge regarding the functions
of the different parts of a tree. Directions Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits
each of the given clues. Across 2. Down 1. Answer Key. Unlock Your Education See for yourself
why 30 million people use Study. Become a Member Already a member? Parts of a Leaf: Lesson
for Kids. Types of Plants: Lesson for Kids. Function of Roots: Lesson for Kids. How Plants
Grow: Lesson for Kids. Parts of a Seed: Lesson for Kids. Animal Classification Lesson for Kids.
Harmful Insects: Lesson for Kids. What is Nature? Life Cycle of a Chicken: Lesson for Kids.
What is a Seed? Related Courses. What is the LSAT? What trees are in the French Pyrenees?
What are banyan trees? Why do trees have branches? What percentage of a tree is actually
alive? What is the world's slowest growing tree? What is an arboretum? A "tree of life" explains:
a. It does not help in water conduction. It is also called alburnum. It is dark in color but very
soft. It has tracheary elements that are filled with tannin, resin, etc. Are trees vascular plants?
Why do trees have lifespans? Create an account to start this course today. Like this lesson
Share. Browse Browse by subject. Enrolling in a course lets you earn progress by passing
quizzes and exams. Track course progress. Take quizzes and exams. Earn certificates of
completion. You will also be able to: Create a Goal Create custom courses Get your questions
answered. Upgrade to Premium to add all these features to your account! For people, trees
serve many purposes. They produce fresh oxygen, provide us with food, help us produce fuel
and supply us with construction materials. Humans also benefit from the emotional support of
trees as entire tourism and wellness industries promote ecological retreats. Trees also help to
keep our climate cool while offering shade, shelter and habitats for forest-dwelling animals and
insects. However, despite how prolific and iconic trees are and what a staple they are in daily
life, the average person knows very little about the inner workings of a tree. Understanding not
only the magnificent service trees provide to humans, but having an appreciation for the
anatomy of a tree is critical in knowing how to manage and care for trees on your property.
First, lets take a look at some tree stats. That means trees outnumber humans nearly to one.
Though there are thousands of species of trees, they all have a few factors in common, which
identify them as trees. Here are the different factors that make a tree a tree:. There are countless
types of trees each within their own family genus of tree. But in broad terms, there are two types
of trees: evergreen and deciduous. Evergreen trees are those that keep their foliage year-round.
Evergreens have naturally adapted so that they do not need to shed their foliage during the
colder months to conserve water or prevent water loss. Generally, evergreens are conifer trees,
which have needle-like foliage, but some evergreen trees may instead have flat, broad leaves.
Evergreen trees are also considered softwood. Evergreen trees typically grow in colder
climates, with hard or poor soil. Examples of evergreen trees include:. The other broad type of
tree is called a deciduous tree. These are the hardwoods. Unlike evergreens, which maintain
their foliage year-round, deciduous trees shed their leaves during winter months. Deciduous
trees drop their foliage as a way to avoid having to use water and nutrients to nourish their
leaves in harsh conditions. When deciduous trees drop their leaves, their foliage rots and
nourishes the soil to provide food for other plants and animal life. Deciduous trees are often
referred to as broadleaf trees, meaning their foliage is broader than the evergreen needles.
Examples of deciduous trees include:. Now that we have a good understanding of the unique
qualities that differentiate trees from other plants, as well as the broad classifications of trees,
we can now look at the main parts of a tree. Trees are vascular plants, meaning they use a
system of vessels to transport nutrients and water. This transport system continuously delivers
these essential elements to the rest of the plant. Leaves belong to the crown of the tree, which
is the top part of the tree that grows out of the trunk and includes the branches and stems.
Description: When you think of tree leaves, you usually picture green, oblong or oval shaped
foliage. The truth is that trees come in endless shapes, sizes and color shades. Some leaves are
broad, while others are pointed needles. Some trees produce a combination of smaller sized
leaves called leaflets, which together make up one leaf. All leaves contain chloroplasts, which
house a substance called chlorophyll. The most well-known function of tree leaves is to
facilitate the process of photosynthesis. This process occurs when the leaves use the energy
from the sun to create fuel for the tree. During photosynthesis, the leaves take the carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere and the water taken up from the surrounding soil and convert it
into oxygen and sugar â€” carbohydrates. The sunlight is the energy that catalyzes this
process. The result of photosynthesis is that the tree uses the sugar for food or stores it in its
roots, trunk and branches. This is so with evergreens, which use fuel year-round. Then, the
freshly converted oxygen gets released into the atmosphere benefiting all other living beings
around, including humans. In addition to photosynthesis, leaves also offer shade, reduce wind
force, keep the air cool and filter out dust and other particles. Leaves also act as a buffer for

heavy rain drops by minimizing their impact on the ground below. Like leaves, branches and
stems also belong to the crown of the tree. Branches and stems are essential structural and
transportation components of the tree operating between the trunk and the leaves. Description:
All trees are unique, and so are their branch and stem systems. Branches are the thicker arms
that grow directly from the trunk. Stems and twigs are the smaller fingers that grow from the
branches, and the leaves grow from the stems and twigs. Depending on the tree, some
branches may grow taller than the branches of other nearby trees to dominate over them. This
is called a dominant tree, and it tries to obtain as much sunlight as possible. However, other
trees may have branches that grow outward as opposed to upward. These codominant trees
share space with other trees around it. Many trees have branches that shoot straight out of the
trunk, followed by an intricate system of stems or twigs. Other trees have branches that grow in
interesting directions and may even swirl or twist to gain access to more sunlight. Functions:
Branches and stems have several functions. They play the role of structural support for the
leaves, fruits and flowers that the tree produces. They are also the vessels that carry water from
the soil to the leaves, and the food from the leaves to the rest of the tree. Additionally, branches
store unused food that the tree will then use later on, especially during dormant periods when
the temperatures drop. Though it may seem straightforward, the biology of a tree trunk is quite
complex. Description: Tree trunks are known as the thick stem that supports the tree, and they
are covered in a protective bark layer that can be peeled off to the expose the layers beneath.
Tree trunks, like their leaves, come in all different shapes, sizes, colors and textures. Depending
on the tree, the trunk may be wider at the ground and narrow at the top. Some trees have
thinner trunks that grow tall and slender. The tree trunk is a continuously growing organ
intricately composed of several layers. The first job of a tree trunk is to give it its size and
shape. The second job of a tree trunk is to act as the hub of the transport system. The trunk
facilitates the movement of water and minerals up from the roots in the soil to the branches,
stems and eventually to the leaves. The trunk also facilitates the movement of the sugar down
from the leaves, stems and branches to the roots. Roots are likely the part of the tree that the
average person is the least familiar with. But roots are a critical factor in understanding tree
anatomy information. In large trees, a root system can grow as wide as 30 miles. How deep a
root system grows greatly depends on the type of tree and the composition of the soil in which
it grows. Each root has its own sets of stems that grow into smaller roots. Roots are also
covered in root hairs, which help to increase root surface area and improve water and mineral
uptake. Functions: Like other main parts of a tree, the roots also serve multiple purposes. Roots
help anchor the tree to the ground, which is important as the tree ages and faces harsh
elements that threaten its stability. In addition to helping the tree with its structure and growth,
roots facilitate oxygen, water and mineral uptake, and they also absorb oxygen, water and
minerals from the ground. These absorbing roots then feed into conducting roots, which
transport the water and minerals inward toward the trunk. Though trees are self-sufficient
organisms that have an impressive internal system for survival, they still need care and
management when growing on private properties. Professional arborists have the skills to
recognize damaged and diseased trees and limbs, to diagnose potential problems and to apply
the right solutions that protect both the tree and your property. Contact us today for our tree
care and removal services. Use this form to schedule a FREE estimate. After submitting your
form, our team will contact you to set up this appointment. If it is an emergency please call us
immediately at Do you want to be present for the estimate? Call Today Home About Resources
Parts of a Tree. By the Numbers First, lets take a look at some tree stats. What Constitutes a
Tree? Here are the different factors that make a tree a tree: Size: To be considered a tree, the
plant must be at least 15 feet high when fully mature. This is known as its trunk. The stem then
has a full crown of foliage at the top. Perennial: Unlike certain shrubs or other plants, trees are
present-year round. Tree Types There are countless types of trees each within their own family
genus of tree. Evergreen Evergreen trees are those that keep their foliage year-round.
Deciduous The other broad type of tree is called a deciduous tree. Examples of deciduous trees
include: Birch Mahogany Oak Maple Hickory Elm Aspen Different Tree Parts Now that we have a
good understanding of the unique qualities that differentiate trees from other plants, as well as
the broad classifications of trees, we can now look at the main parts of a tree. Here are the
different tree parts and the functions each one of them serves: 1. Leaves Leaves belong to the
crown of the tree, which is the top part of the tree that grows out of the trunk and includes the
branches and stems. Branches and Stems Like leaves, branches and stems also belong to the
crown of the tree. The bark has an outer and inner layer phloem , making up two of the five tree
trunk layers. Depending on the tree, bark can be smooth, rough or even prickly. Bark also
comes in different patterns such as stripes, spots, dashes or jigsaw. Cambium: The cambium
layer is the part of the tree trunk that is living and growing. The cambium continues to grow

because of the nutrients and hormones it receives from the bark, which come from the leaves.
Sapwood: Trees have an inner layer called sapwood xylem , which is responsible for moving
water up the trunk and out to the leaves. As the tree ages, new layers of sapwood are born. The
older layers of sapwood die and become the innermost layer called heartwood. Heartwood: The
heartwood section of a tree trunk is composed of layers of sapwood that have died. The
heartwood is the oldest part of the trunk and the darkest in color. Though dead, it remains
incredibly strong to continue to support the entire framework of the tree. Roots Roots are likely
the part of the tree that the average person is the least familiar with. Contact us today! Have an
emergency? Contact us now! Trees are an important part of our world. They provide wood for
building and pulp for making paper. They provide habitats homes for all sorts of insects, birds
and other animals. Many types of fruits and nuts come from trees -- including apples, oranges,
walnuts, pears and peaches. Even the sap of trees is useful as food for insects and for making
maple syrup -- yum! Trees also help to keep our air clean and our ecosystems healthy. We
breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon dioxide. Trees breathe in carbon dioxide and breathe
out oxygen. We're perfect partners! Trees do lots for us, our environment and other plants and
animals in nature but we don't just love trees for practical reasons. Trees can also be very
beautiful -- tall enough they seem to touch the sky and so big around you can't even hug them.
Thousands of artists, professional and amateur alike have painted pictures of trees and
thousands of poems, songs and stories have been written about them. I would guess that just
about everyone on earth has at some point in their life stopped to enjoy the beauty of a tree.
There are two main types of trees: deciduous and evergreen. Deciduous trees lose all of their
leaves for part of the year. In cold climates, this happens during the autumn so that the trees are
bare throughout the winter. In hot and dry climates, deciduous trees usually lose their leaves
during the dry season. Evergreen trees don't lose all of their leaves at the same time -- they
always have some foliage. They do lose their leaves a little at a time with new ones growing in
to replace the old but a healthy evergreen tree is never completely without leaves. The roots are
the part of the tree that grows underground. Trees have a lot of roots -- the size of the root
system is usually as big as the part of the tree above the ground. This is necessary because the
roots help support the tree. It takes a lot of roots to hold up a foot tree! Besides keeping the tree
from tipping over, the main job of the roots is to collect water and nutrients from the soil and to
store them for times when there isn't as much available. The crown is made up of the leaves and
branches at the top of a tree. The crown shades the roots, collects energy from the sun
photosynthesis and allows the tree to remove extra water to keep it cool transpiration -- similar
to sweating in animals. The crowns of trees come in many shapes and sizes! Leaves are the
part of the crown of a tree. They are the part of the tree that converts energy into food sugar.
Leaves are the food factories of a tree. They contain a very special substance called chlorophyll
-- it is chlorophyll that gives leaves their green colour. The oxygen is released back into the
atmosphere. The branches provide the support to distribute the leaves efficiently for the type of
tree and the environment. They also serve as conduits for water and nutrients and as storage
for extra sugar. The trunk of the tree provides its shape and support and holds up the crown.
The trunk transports water and nutrients from the soil and sugar from the leaves. Inside the
trunk of a tree are a number of rings. Each year of the tree's life a new ring is added so many
people refer to them as the annual rings. The rings are actually made up of different parts:. The
outside layer of the trunk, branches and twigs of trees. The bark serves as a protective layer for
the more delicate inside wood of the tree. Trees actually have inner bark and outer bark -- the
inner layer of bark is made up of living cells and the outer layer is made of dead cells, sort of
like our fingernails. The scientific name for the inner layer of bark is Phloem. The main job of
this inner layer is to carry sap full of sugar from the leaves to the rest of the tree. A number of
handy things are made from bark including latex, cinnamon and some kinds of poisons.
Because bark is a protective layer for the tree, keeping it safe from insects and an
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imals, it isn't surprising the strong flavours, scents and toxins can often be found in the bark of
different types of trees. The thin layer of living cells just inside the bark is called cambium. It is
the part of the tree that makes new cells allowing the tree to grow wider each year. The scientific
name for sapwood is xylem. It is made up of a network of living cells that bring water and
nutrients up from the roots to the branches, twigs and leaves. It is the youngest wood of the
tree -- over the years, the inner layers of sapwood die and become heartwood. The heartwood is
dead sapwood in the center of the trunk. It is the hardest wood of the tree giving it support and
strength. It is usually darker in colour than the sapwood. Pith is the tiny dark spot of spongy

living cells right in the center of the tree trunk. Essential nutrients are carried up through the
pith. It's placement right in the center means it is the most protected from damage by insects,
the wind or animals. New Top

